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This is actually the primary student supplement to Milady's core disciplines: Cosmetology, Nail
Technology, Esthetics, and Barbering. An answer key at the back of the book allows students to
check on accuracy and identify weak areas. Each includes chapter-by-chapter queries in a
multiple-choice format to help students plan their state board exams.
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Study Guide This is actually the study guide for the cosmetology exam. Actually, I've one, but I
purchased this used copy so I could take it apart. for a single mother with limited study time that
was a huge help! It was better to slice the questions and copy the backside of the webpages and
tape them on 4x6 index cards, instead of write each issue on them. It's an excellent study help,
but I required the flashcard system and this used copy did the trick! this book helped me raise
my grade point average big time! I actually ordered the Milady Standard Cosmetology exam
review reserve (2008 edition) to have a study help for the state board exam this coming
springtime.. a must have if youre a cosmetology college student you should choose this up. I find
the exam reserve to become quite useful in reviewing my understanding from the other milady
texts.95 plus shipping and it's really in great form, with only a stamp on the inside from the
Cosmetology college that had used it. Otherwise it's completely new, no tears in the web pages,
no writing- excellent! Get the web exam prep instead It's ok, but the student would be better off
finding Milady's online exam prep. Highly recommend. This test review came intensely
recommended through much study.I have been been exceeding these exercises while learning
people and their locks within my sisters salon. I also bought Milady's Regular Cosmetology 2008:
Theory Workbook (Paperback) in conjunction with the exam book. I bought it used for $13. Make
note though, this does not do much great UNLESS you have the additional Milady texts to read
and study from! Book Smarts 3 Purchased for a pal...she was very pleased with the gift. Needed
the book to complete her Cosmetology course. Was extremely appreciative and happy with the
publication and the service supplied by Amazon, great rate on delivering. I love it and will
definetly put it to use before my exam. Much more comprehensive....better value for the money
Five Stars No marks outside or inside but zero answer key. non-etheless I love it! even if you
aren't it might help your language in the field. i went to a hair present this past weekend and boy
do some of the older timers in this field audio stupid when they can't seem to use appropriate
lingo about your body parts and hair styles/types. great study tool! Great Quality and cheaper
compared to the price at larger retailers! having this information enabled me to know exactly
what was going to be on the test consequently allowing me to learn just what i had a need to
study. Why? Great for cramming I passed my state board exam! Great for cramming. Milady's
Standard Cosmetology 2008: Exam Review (Paperback) I bought this book to greatly help me test
myself on the theory of doing hair. This helped me pass the California cosmetology exam. Highly
recommend. One Star Awesome Awesome book Awesome book Nothing to Know Nothing We
was expecting . It's unique of I expected- it's similar to the workbook where you have to use your
book to answer the queries in it.
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